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Simulation games have taken their place in many speech-communication curricu-

lums. This article summarizes the research findings related to simulation

games as lfarnin devices according to the general impact of games, the

differritial impact of games, learning effects related to game variables, and

learning effects related to combining simulation games with other learning

methodologies. The final section provides seventeen practical suggestions for

facilit-Aing simulation games that game users among speech communication teachers

may find helpful.
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SIMULATION GAMES AS LEARNING DEVICES: A SUMMARY OF

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR

THE UTILIZATION OF GAMES IN INSTRUCTION

In recent years there has been a growing interest among teachers of

speech communication in the use of simulation games in the classroom. The

case for their use in speech communication has been made i.n articles by-both

Gorden and Tucker.
1

Recent convention programs of the Speech Communication

Association have featured papers on simulation games.
2

With this rising interest in simulation games for teaching speech

communication the question is often asked as to what students learn and how

effectively. Can simulation games be taken seriously as educational tools? Or

are they merely a means of keeping bored and disinterested students occupied

or entertained? Many claims have been made for the educational value of

simulation games.. Some of these claims are made in the form of hunches; others

come in the form of "established" claims.
3

The purpose of this article is two-fold: 1) to summarize the findings

from empirical studies on the learning impact of simulation games and 2) to
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provide practical suggestions, based upon these research findings, for the

utilization of simulation games in instruction. Any implications for teaching

drdwn from the research results must be tentative since simulation games have

not been systematically compared. There is a large variation in structure,

content, objectives, and presentation of games as well as in the measurement of

learning effects.

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

This paper attempts to summarize the findings from empirical investigations

in order to see what is tentatively known about the learning effects of

simulation games at what still remains the beginning stages of research develop-

ment. The data came from research conducted with a wide variety of simulation

games. The investigations included populations ranging in age from groups of

elementary school children to groups of adults and were conducted in a wide

variety of field and experimental settings. The paper contains a discussion

of 1) the general impact of games, 2) the differential effects of games, 3)

the effects of manipulating game parameters, and finally, 4) results related

to combining simulation games with other learning methods.

The Gen21220_111TLactof_Games

Several research studies have observed the general impact of simulation

games. The most solid finding is that games generate more interest and moti-

vation than other educational methods. This motivating effect of games has

been measured oy many researchers.
4

Boocock found that students who played

Election Camoac:,:n Lommunicated more with friends, parents, and teachers about

their classroom experience than did those who merely attended regular classes;

the control groue'r, communication actually decreased.' Robinson, Anderson,

Hermann, and Snyder found that case studies were more successful as an educa-

tional method with college undergraduates than tho Inter-Nation Simulation in
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eliciting student, interest as measured by students' perceptions; but measures

of student behavior, such as amount of reading from books on reserve in the

library, visits to the instructor's office, and class attendance, indicated

that simulation was more successful than case studies in affecting student

'interest and involvement.
6

Lee and O'Leary found that there was a marked rise

in appreciation for the course "Problems of American Democracy" as a result

of playing and discussing the Inter-Nation Simulation. This appreciation was

in contrast to the control group. However, there was no generalization of this

game experience to an appreciation of a larger institutional context nor to a

heightened interest in the field of international relations nor in active

intellectual interest in the social studies area.
7

Loewen found that grades

in social studies classes improved as a result of using simulation games. The

id
data seemAto suggest that simulation provides a strong motivational potential. 8

Another significant finding related to game impact is that students seem

to learn as many facts and principles by participating in a simulation gameas

they do in more conventional classroom activities.9 Wing concluded that sixth

graders playing computer-based economic games learned faster but no more than

students taught by a conventional classroom method." Garvey and Seiler found

that undergraduates in the Inter-Nation Simulation learned less than those in

a recitation control group.
11

Karweit and Livingstone in a computer game,

Surfboard, observed that the three experimental groups did not learn significantly

more than the control group.
12

Baker with a Pre-Civil War Simulation reported

a significant increase in learning for the simulation group over the "traditional

classes.
"1

.

3
According to Boocock subjects in Life Career Game learned more

factual material than subjects in Legislative Game.1c4 Lee and O'Leary found

that high school students preferred playing the Inter-Nation_$imulation to

traditional classroom teaching. However, they rated the simulation as relatively
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weak, though still superior to the traditional approach, for the learning

of specific facts and information. No data were presented to demonstrate

the validity of students' subjective attitudes.15

The studies on retention of learning from simulation games have been

few and the results have been mixed. Wing and Garvey and Seiler found that

game subjects retained less knowledge than the subjects who were taught by

other educational methods.
16

Baker concluded that game subjects retained

more than subjects experiencing a more conventional educational method. 17

Chartier measured a wide variety of cognitive outcomes with undergraduates

playing Generation Gap. He was unable to discern that simulation play was

superior to other methodologies in achieving cognitive objectives at the levels

of knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, or evaluation.18

Schild has contended with regard to simulation games that one of the

most important learnings which cannot be achieved with other methods of

teaching is the winning strategy. 19
Knowledge of winning strategies has been

measured by Boocock, Fletcher, and Inbar.2° Schild has used mathematical

computations from game score sheets to demonstrate that the game teaches the

optimal strategy of Parent-Child.21 However, simulation games haVe not been

compared with other educational.methqs in winning strategy research.

Attitude change studies have been conducted by game scholars. Without

a control group, DeKock concluded that Sunshine changed the racial attitudes

of high school students from intolerance to tolerance.22 Shifts in political

attitudes have been found with different political simulations by Boocock,A

Cherryholmes, K. C. Cohen, Hart, and Heinke1.23 The Cherryholmes study was the

only one of this latter group that did not have a control condition. In a

study with undergraduates using the Inter-Mation Simulation Garvey and Seiler

found no significant difference between the simulation and the recitation group.

Both groups produced changes in political attitudes.24 Boocock found that the
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Legislative Game and the Life Career Game brought about different attitudinal

shifts. The Life Career Game provided more data on the generation of role

empathy than did the Legislative Game.25 Hainkel found significant differences

in the degree of polarization of attitudes between groups exposed to NAPOLI and

groups which were not.
26

Hart observed no significant difference.
27

Zaltman

with Consumer Game was unable to discern changes in attitudes in regard to

borrowing even among players who had engaged heavily in this practice during

game play.
28

None of these studies attempted to measure the long term effects

of the game experience on subjects' attitudes and opinions. In attempting to

discern the general effects of playing and discussing the Inter-Nation Simula-

tion upon high school students' beliefs and perceptions about a variety of

sociopolitical issues and international affairs, Lee and O'Leary one month

later found no measurable changes.
29

One of the claims made for games is that they teach students how to be

more skillful decision makers and problem solvers.30 The studies that have

actually been conducted on this particular learning outcome are few and the

results mixed. C. R. Anderson found that business education and general educa-

tion majors learned the ability to select a credit source better through the

Consumer Game than through a traditional teaching method. The behavior of

selecting and signing a credit contract with terms and conditions most

favorable to the borrower was learned as well but not better through a

simulation learning game as opposed to a more conventional classroom approach.31

Garvey and Seiler concluded that the students gained decision-making and

problem-solving skills in the Inter-Nation Simulation as well as they gained

them through recitation.32 With a three day experience in the Inter-Nation

Simulation Lee and O'Leary found one month after the experience that high school

students had the ability to function more effectively in complex, high-pressured,

7
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and ambiguous decision-making environments. This result was in contrast to

the control group. In reflecting on the simulation experience the students

reported that this was its major strength as a learning experience. Results

indicated that there was an increase in the students' tolerance of ambiguity--

the game reduced student rigidities and, in general, made them more flexible.

As a result of their experience in ,the simulation, the students also developed

a greater sense of general confidence in their ability to make decisions and

function well in these kinds of situations. The game experience did not seem

to help students distinguish between "rough and pressured" decision-making

vocations and non-decision-making vocations. There was also no significant

effect on the measure of students' appreciation for the complexities and diffi-

culties national leaders face in making decisions.33

In summary, simulation game research indicates that in general students

respond with interest and motivation to games, that students learn content

as well through games as they do through conventional methods, and that

opinions and attitudes are sometimes changed through the vicarious experience

of a simulation game. Findings dealing with the retention of learning are

mixed. Problem - solving and decision-making skills are learned as well or

better through simulation. Simulation games appear to teach winning strategies

as well as knowledge of those strategies. However, whether or not this learn-

ing outcome is taught better by the simulation game method than by other

educational approaches has yet to be determined.

The Differential Impact of Games

A number of investigators observed that individual variables are re-

lated to the differential learning effects of simulation games. The sex of

subjects has been found to be related to differential effects by a number of
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researchers.34 Fletcher, Karweit and Livingstone, and Vinacke found a

qualitative difference between the way males and females performed in a game,

with the males outperforming the females. C. R. Anderson observed that the

Consumer Game was a more effective classroom technique for teaching males some

problem- solving skills than conventional classroom approaches. According to

Stoll and McFarlane females developed a cooperative game strategy more readily

than males in Parent-Child. With Life Career Game Boocock concluded that boys

and girls empathized with game roles differently.

With the Parent-Child game McFarlane (1969) observed that there were

differences between groups of white and black males in an elementary, inner-

city school. The white children approached the rational norms of the game

model more closely than did the black.
35

Boocock, Schild, and Stoll found

that black high school students performed as well as their white counter-parts

in two of the John Hopkins' games.36 Whether or not the race of subjects is

related to the differential learning impact of games has yet to be established.

The academic ability of students has been studied by a number of in-

vestigators in relationship to cognitive learnings, game performance, and

game success. Fletcher observed that bright students in the elementary grades

learned more cognitive material from the Caribou Games than did slow students,

but there was no difference in their ability to play the game.37 Game per-

formance was also found to be unrelated to general academic work according to

studies conducted by Cohen, Dill, Kuehn, and Winter and Inbar.
38

The opposite

conclnion, however, was reached by McKenney and Dill with the Harvard Business

School Management Simulation.
39

Braskamp and Hodgetts found that game success

and grade-point average were unrelated in their research with Top Management

Simulation.
40

Rubinson, Anderson, Hermann, and Snyder concluded that college

students who were better at fact-mastery than at grasping principles preferred

9
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the case-study approach, while students who were interested in and could grasp

general principles preferred the Inter-Nation Simulation.41 C. R. Anderson

observed that high school students majoring in business or general education

learned the behavior of selecting a credit source better by playing Consumer

Game than by conventional instruction.-- College preparatory majors learned as

well by either approach.
42

With the Inter-Nation Simulation Lee and O'Leary

discerned no differential learning or attitude-change effects related to

average school grades. They observed that a number of students who were never

active in regular classes took on important roles during the play of the simu-

lation and became strong and effective speakers during the post-game sessions.43

Studies have demonstrated differential learning outcomes which are re-

latedAto game performance. With the Consumer Game Zaltman observed that high

borrowers were more likely to know the correct answers on a test of knowledge

than those participants who borrowed less frequently.
44

Many students who

played the Surfboard Game were able to predict the effect of a change in the

number of production workers on total raw material costs; whereas, students

who did not play the game were unable to make a correct prediction.45 Karweit

and Livingstone indicated that this learning was experienced directly in game

play.
46

McKenney and Dill concluded that a subject's quality of performanc6

in a game was directly related to his satisfaction with the learning experience.
47

The age of subjects has been found to be related to differential effects

by Zaltman and Chartier. With the Consumer Game adolescents participated more

and learned more for any given level of participation thar adults.
48

Under-

graduates expressed more satisfaction with learning in Generation Gap than

adults.
49

In playing and discussing the Inter-Nation Simulation with a group of

high school students Lee and O'Leary found that what the students believed about

10
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the nature of man affected their learning experience. Students who had a simple

faith in the goodness of people became quite disillusioned and wary about what

occurs on the international scene. They came away from the game less convinced

that the average man can have an influence on public affairs, more pessimistic

about the future of international relations, and with more of a feeling that

international negotiations should be conducted out in the open rather than on

the basis of secret dealings and treaties. In general, these high school

students turned away from the problems of international affairs.. They with-

drew interest; their orientation became more privatistic and narrow; they

lost empathy for decision-makers, and they became more incliried to leave

decision-making to leaders rather than to question their judgment. On the other

hand, students who held no idealistic illusions about the nature of man went

through a rather profounil growth experience. They achieved greater maturity

in their understanding of international relations; they developed a realistic

empathy for decision makers. These students became more optimistic about the

ability of people to change the larger world about them; they became more

tolerant of ambiguities and uncertainties of the complexities of life. Finally,

they came away from the game with a broader pattern of interests and concern:.

These measurements taken a month after the game experience seem to indicate that

simulation can induce profound personality changes.
5(1

With business simulations studies have been conducted to investigate

whether students with qualities of businessmen had greater success in games than

other students. Vance and Gray in Management Decision Simulation and Van Slyke

found that those who did well in a game had the same traits as businessmen in

general.
51

Braskamp and Hodgetts in Top Management Simulation found no

relationships betdeen personality traits and game performance. However, they

concluded that students who are most similar to manufacturing presidents did

best in this game.52
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In summary, variables investigated for differential impact on learning

from si;%dulation games have been sex, race, academic ability, game performance,

age, beliefs about man, and businessmen qualities. The major variables related

to differential effects have been sex and academic ability.

Learning Effects Related to Game Variables

A number of game variables have affected game learning. The size of

the group playing a simulation game has affected participants' interest and

what they were able to learn.53 The comparative disorganization of some game

sessions has bothered some students and affected the amount they could learn

from the experience.54 How a game was introduced influenced subjects' pre-

disposition toward the game experience.55 How satisfied a person was with

the game experience depended upon the status of the role he was assigned:55

The way persons are assigned to a team seems to affect learning.

McKenney and Dill with the Harvard Business School Management Simulation found

that grouping participants so that they were homogeneous in ability or prior

performance had serious drawbacks to productive learning. Forming teams which

had obvious differences in game potential was especially detrimental to both

satisfaction and performance. 57
Stoll and McFarlane observed in a study with

Parent-Child that dyads, who were clgse friends prior to the game, found tie

initial role-playing experience difficult, but that friendship was conducive

to developing the cooperative strategy desired by the game designers.58

The role of competition in games has been studied by Farran and McKenney

and Dill.
59

The relationship between individuals competing against each other

as opposed to one group competing against another group has been investigated

by Farran with two of the John Hopkins' games. The players in the individual-

competition form of the games performed better on the post-tests than the
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those in the group-competition form of the games." McKenney and Dill observed

that game competition helped to motivate the players, but that it also tended

to induce the use of con:ervative strategies by participants and thereby

inhibited the learning potential of these subjects in the Harvard Business

School Management Simulation.61

The role*of game advisors and their impact upon learning effects has

been studied by McKenney and Dill and Starbuck and Kobrow with two different

business games.
62

With the Harvard Business School Management Simuiation

McKenney and Dill found that a faculty member served better as a critic of the

role that students were trying to assume rather than as an active counselor

telling students how to manage. With the UCLA Executive Decision Game Starbuck

and Kobrow observed that unadvised teams made almost the same profits as the

advised teams. The tolvisorsefound the game to be a good medium for teaching

fundamental economic concepts. The imposition of advisors did, however, reduce

the degree of perceived friendliness in the teams' interpersonal relations.

Fletcher has stu,iied the effects of feedback and the difficulty of the

game. He found that increasing the difficulty of the goal in the Caribou

Games had only a marginal effect on the learning of elementary children. Re-

flecting on performance in the games through studying the feedback from pre-

vious plays significantly increased learning asq, iated with the games. However,

such study did not improve performance in the ves :r the knowledge of the

best strategies in the game.
63

In summary, a variety of game variables have been studied in relationship

to learning effects. These variables include the size of groups, the organiza-

tion of game sessions, the introduction to a game, the role and team assignment

of subjects, the function of competition, the role of game advisors, the effects

uf foed6,ck. and the difficulty of achieving the game goal.

13
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Learning Effects Related to Combining Simulation Games
with Other Learning lethodolOTT.

A few studies have been done to explore the learning potential of

combining games with other teaching methodologies. Thus far the research

results point to the social-emotional effects. L. F. Anderson found that a

combination of simulation and case studies produced more student interest4han

simulation or case studies used singly. However, Anderson observed that

simulation without case studies produced more interest than case studies

without simulation.
64

Chartier concluded that subjects who participated in a

simulation game with discussion expressed more satisfaction with learning

than subjects who participated in simulation without discussions discussion

without simulation, or neither (individual study). He was unable to discern

that simulation alone was superior to discussion or individual study with

regard to the affective outcome of satisfaction in response.65 It is important

to note that many studies with simulation games have failed to control for

the impact of game discussion. Thus far simulation game research has con-

sidered the impact of combining simulation games with case studies and dis-

cussion.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE UTILIZATION OF SIMULATION GAMES

Following this summary of researcn findings what can be said for the

learning impact of simulation games? How does this information relate to the

utilization of simulation games by those who choose to use them in speech

communication instructional settings?

1) As a device for motivating students, simulation lames seem to be

exceptionally effective. Teachers of speech communication can generate

interest in their subject matter by involving students in the communication

processes simulated in games.

2) Students seem to achieve cognitive objectives by participating

14
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in simulation games as well as they would through other teaching-learning

approaches, especially more conventional classroom activities. The mixed

results on retention of learning as it relates to cognitive materials would

seem to indicate that simulation games are about as effective as other methods

in regard to retention, at least in general. Such findings'should free

teachers of speech communication from fears that games may be inferior cogni -.

tive tools. It should help them realize that games can be taken as seriously

as lectures, discussion, recitation, case studies, individual study, etc. Games

can be fun and yet effective tools for learning cognitive materials.

3) Simulation games teach students the winning strategy. In some games

the use of speech communication is an important element 'in the winning strategy.

For example...in Generation Gap the winning strategy calls for interpersonal

cooperation between parent and teenager. This calls for rational communication

and conciliatory language rather than the language of threat and punitive

communication.66

4) Simulation games may influence a shift in student attitudes. The

evidence here is quite mixed and certainly not a learning impact a teacher car

count on merely because a simulation game can be used. Great claims have been

made for the influence of simulation experiences upon student attitudes.°

Such claims need to be taken with a certain amount of skepticism. Whether or

not games influence attitudes probably depends upon the ;lame, the degree of

involvement in it, the students playing it, and what transpires in the post-

game discussion. Teachers of speech communication need to consider attitudinal

objectives when using simulation games, especially as to whether or not such

objectives are realistic in the light of a given game.

5) Simulation games seem to be effective tools for teaching students

decision-making and problem-solving skills. Teachers of small group communi-

cation have an opportunity to involve students in the processes of decision

15
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making and problem solving through appropriate simulation games. Thus far the

research seems to indicate that students learn these skills as well or better

through simulation than through other teaching methods.

6) Simulation games have a way of reaching some students that other

methods fail to accomplish. a) Boys and girls respond to games differently.

In general boys seem to respond well to competitive games and learn through

them. Girls seem to respond to cooperative games. In the speech communication

classroom it is probably important to use both types of games so that students

can learn through both experiences.

b) Academic ability seems to be unrelated to how well students perform

in games. Success in simulation games seems to require behavior-different from

that needed in more conventional classroom settings. Students with low academic

ability may very well do better in simulation games because they are highly

motivated by this methodological approach. While students of speech communica

tion may find some courses too abstract and theoretical, when simulation is

employed they discover a concreteness and involvement that often generates a

new enthusiasm for learning.

c) Adults seem to respond to games differently than young people.

This finding is rather tentative and probably depends upon the game a teacher

uses. However, a teacher of speech communication cannot assume that because

a simulation has worked well in the high school or college classroom it will

work as well in an adult communication workshop. Because of age, adults

respond at a different level than younger students. Frequently, adults

require more time to play a game than younger people.

d) Choosing games which fit the interests and personalities of students

seems to facilitate their learning. Teachers of business and professional

cormunication may find vocational simulations quite helpful in teaching

16
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communication processes for these students.

7. The degree of involvement in the game performance seems to influence

whether students learn certain behaviors and how they feel about the total

experience. Games for speech communication need to be selected on the basis

of whether or not they involve students in the processes of communication,

especially processes that involve new behaviors for students. As students

become involved in these processes, they seem to learn them and are satisfied

with their learning experiences.

8. Group size affects learning and satisfaction with learning. In

working with games it is important for the teacher of speech communication to

think through maximum group size for effective learning. What size group will

generate active involvement in the game experience?

9. Some students find it difficult to learn if the game experience

appears disorganized. A teacher's thorough preparation is critical to having

a successful learning experience through gaming.

10. Games need an .aporopriate introductiab for students to be posi-

tively predisposed to them for learning. Students need to know the purpose

of the game and why they are being asked to play it. They need an awareness

of what is expected of them and what they can learn. An introduction need

not be long, but it needs to be appropriate.

11. Role assignment can affect how satlisfying a game experience is for

a student. Role assignment frequently cannot he strictly controlled. If many

games are used, teachers of speech communication need to provide students with

ar opportunity to play a variety of roles, particularly roles with varying

status.

12. A general rule seems to be that teams for games should be

hetargeneous for productive learning. The teacher will want to give some

17
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thought to team composition. Classroom and friendship cliques need to be

assigned to different teams, at least from time to time. Teams composed of

friendship groups may be too homogeneous to produce a good simulation learning

experience.

13. Competition in games seems to motivate involvement. Individual

competition seems to be better for learning than group competition. Realizing

that learning to work in task groups is an important learning outcome, the

teacher of speech communication may want to use both.. One problem with

competition is that players tend to use conservative strategies, thus inhibiting

the learning of new behaviors. Noncompetitive games may facilitate exploratory

behavior; however, there is no published research to validate this claim.

14. The role of game advisors should be to raise facilitative questions

about students' game play. Leadership that is too dominant seems to inhibit

the freedom of students to explore alternatives in game play and to inhibit

the development of team cohesiveness. Games by design seem to be most effective

as teaching-learning devices when teachers assume a. facilitative role and

maintain it. The teacher of speech communication should raise questions about

player's communication strategies and about trying alternative strategies.

15. The goal of a game needs to be approor4ately established for

effective learning. Goals which are either too difficult or too easily obtained

do little to contribute to learning.

16. In games that have feedback components on players' performance it

is important for students to have opportunity to reflect upon the feedback to

increase learnings. The teacher of speech communication will want to use his

skills in questioning and group dynamics to facilitate this reflective process.

17. When games are used with other teaching-learning methodologies,

students find them to be more interesting and satisfying as learning experiences.

18
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Speech-communication teachers can interlink simulation games with theoretical

data se,sions, films, a variety of approaches to group discussion, case studies,

and other action techniques.

Although Omulation game research is in an infancy stage, it provides

some possible indications as to the value of games in learning environments.

For some purposes the potential of games seems to go beyond that of other

teaching-learning methods. Because games involve students in dynamic social

processes, they are particularly appropriate for courses in processes of

speech communication.
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